
How to Deal with Self-Doubt 

Adapted from an article at https://afineparent.com 

 

I have no idea why we sometimes let total strangers or some commonplace situations shake our confidence and make 

us question our own abilities. Why otherwise perfectly confident parents let a small ripple of self-doubt turn into a nasty 

tsunami that destroys everything beautiful in its path. 

If there is a way to avoid self-doubt entirely, I’m afraid don’t know about it. 

So, I want to focus today on ways to deal with it instead, so we can control the damage it causes. Here’s what I’ve learnt 

so far – 

#1 Watch Your Doubt, Don’t Fight It 

When you notice that some doubts are arising, acknowledge them as a natural reaction of a normal human being caught 

up in a challenging situation and let it be. Don’t fight it – fighting will probably only make it worse. In one experiment on 

thought suppression, researchers found that the more they asked their subjects to NOT think of something, like a “white 

bear”, the harder the subjects found it to stop thinking about it. 

Instead, just be mindful and observe the thoughts as they pass through. Recognize the little stories your mind spins. 

Don’t engage in reasoning with them. Don’t justify, don’t deny. Just watch. It is actually very hard to do this, but with 

some practice, I find that it can be done and the effort is well worth it (and will also bear rewards in many other aspects 

of life as well!) 

#2 Avoid Irrational Response at All Costs 

The aim of being mindful is primarily to catch the doubts as early as possible, so can prevent the snowball and avoid the 

knee-jerk lash-out response that ensues. In the words of Viktor Frankl, a renowned psychologist who survived the 

atrocities of the Nazi concentration camps – 

“Between stimulus and response, there is a space. In that space is our power to choose our response. In our response 

lies our growth and our freedom.” 

What we are striving for is to (a) become aware of the stimulus (b) to recognize that there is a space between the 

stimulus and our response and (c) exercise our freedom in that space to choose our response. 

 

http://www.apa.org/monitor/2011/10/unwanted-thoughts.aspx
http://www.apa.org/monitor/2011/10/unwanted-thoughts.aspx
http://www.viktorfrankl.org/e/chronology.html


 

#3 Choose an Appropriate Response 

I don’t know if there is one-size-fits-all “appropriate” response that can work for everyone and in every situation. Here is 

what works for me in most situations- 

At first, I do nothing. Intentionally, do nothing. 

Then slowly acknowledge the fact that everyone has self-doubts. 

And admit that I will never be perfect. 

And that some self-doubt once in a while is actually healthy – it puts things in perspective and keeps me from believing I 

need to have all the answers. 

And lastly, slowly make an effort to engage a little, in as much of a positive way as I can muster up in my down-in-the-

dumps state, reminding myself over and over to be kind and gentle both with my child and myself. 

And somehow, before I know it, the little storm that was building up clears and I see little rays of sunshine streak 

through. I realize that I am a decent parent after all. On the way to becoming a really great one, in fact!  

So, here’s the thing… 

Parenting is like everything else in life. You will worry, you will stress out, you will have self-doubts, and you will mess 

up. 

Yes, you should work towards the goal of eliminating these negative thoughts, and it will take some time and effort. In 

the meantime, the best thing to do is to ensure that it does not escalate. Limit the damage. And in particular, shield the 

kids from your personal worries and fears. 

You won’t always be successful in shielding your kids from your personal issues either. Forgive yourself, and move on. 

Never stop trying to be a better person, and a better parent. Never give up on yourself or your kids. And never stop 

learning — no matter what part of the roller coaster you are on at this moment. 

The 2-Minute Action Plan for Fine Parents 

Take the next 2-minutes to think – 

 What are your common triggers for the “I’m not a good parent” thoughts? 

 How do you deal with them? 

 What can you do to shield you kids from your personal fears and doubts? 

 What are some of the thing you get right? 

 

 


